
DEFINITION OF CAUSE AND EFFECT ESSAY

A cause-and-effect paragraph or essay can be organized in various ways. For instance, causes and/or effects can be
arranged in either.

The introduction generally presents the subject s and states the purpose of the analysis in a clear thesis.
However, these do not prevent our eyes from getting tired if we keep watching TV for a long time. The thesis
statement is followed up with by the statement of the main issue by describing the cause in detail with explicit
illustration of circumstances. Next, narrow down and categorize the causes into parent causes. In other words,
order the causes from least to most important or vice versa , or order the effects from least important to most
important or vice versa. If you are writing about multiple causes or multiple effects, you may choose to
sequence either in terms of order of importance. Which is not to say that a really good horror movie may not
surprise a scream out of us at some point, the way we may scream when the roller coaster twists through a
complete or plows through a lake at the bottom of the drop. A composition written to find out reasons and
results is called a cause and effect essay. The projector chooses rather to assert his reasons and then to amass
them by way of proof. John made a rude comment, so Elise hit him. Because of changes in classifications,
Pluto is no longer a planet. In writing, speculation amounts to unsubstantiated guessing. Then, you can adjust
the map into your essay structure by formatting transition words and sentences. Back up your thesis with
relevant and sufficient details that are organized. For predictions, the most commonly used words are if, when,
after, as soon as, may, might, or possible. Order of importance. If we saw an egg unscramble itself and jump
back into its shell, we would laugh in the same way we laugh as a movie run backward. If we were suddenly
to see the paint jump back on an old building, we would know that something was wrong. Single or multiple
effects? Examples of Cause and Effect We received seven inches of rain in four hours. Kennan, Democracy
and the Student Left, Examples and Effects of Entropy "Because of its unnerving irreversibility, entropy has
been called the arrow of time. To her, the youngish black manâ€”a broad six feet two inches with a beard and
billowing hair, both hands shoved into the pockets of a bulky military jacketâ€”seemed menacingly close. Key
Takeaways The purpose of the cause-and-effect essay is to determine how various phenomena are related. We
all understand this instinctively. A contributory cause is necessarily accompanied by other causes. Develop
your thesis statement.


